April– May 2021
GETTING READY FOR LAMBING & MARKING 2021
This year may be a little different for sheep producers when it comes to lambing and lamb marking.
Several new products have emerged in the last year.
Tri-solfen, for pain relief at lamb marking was formerly a Bayer product whose inventory was very
tightly controlled. This season Tri-Solfen is moving to a new supplier right at peak lamb marking time in
June/July. To ensure a smooth transition and steady supply, Lincoln Rural is accepting and
encouraging pre-orders of Tri-solfen this year, to meet our clients lamb marking requirements.
Although this is a new concept for animal health products, we firmly believe that it is an animal welfare
issue if we are unable to supply enough Tri-solfen to meet our producers needs. Please get in contact
with Casey via email casey@lincolnrural.com.au to place your pre-order now.
Numnuts is now also available at Lincoln Rural for producers to use at lamb marking. Numnuts had
been in the works for many years through CSIRO innovation and last year we were just a bit late to
have it available to producers in time for marking. Numnuts uses a traditional elastrator ring applied
with a special ring applicator that also delivers a dose of lignocaine to numb the immediate pain of
ring application. It can be used on the tail and the testes. Lambs recover and mother up better after
marking when Numnuts is used. It featured on Landline Nov 15th 2020, for anyone wishing to watch
it in action.

GlanEry 7in1 B12 is a new product just announced by Zoetis. The ‘Dual Vaccinator’ has
definitely helped with the uptake of the Eryvac vaccine and this new product is along the
same lines. GlanEry 7in1 B12 is a single 1mL vaccination that combines Glanvac 6 B12 +
Eryvac. So if you’re looking to do a 6 in 1 vaccine at marking and have implemented Eryvac
in your program, then GlanEry 7in1 B12 might just be for you. Eryvac will still be available
on its own to use with the Glanvac 3 range through the Dual Vaccinator or with Eweguard
or Weanerguard as separate injections. This new vaccination should be available June.

Olsson’s Ewe Beauty is the latest lambing/ewe block to go along with Olsson’s Lambli
(glycerol preg tox prevention block) that was released last year. Ewe Beauty is like an upgraded Lactovite, incorporating the
same bypass protein meal, plus more copper and cobalt, and for the first time ever in block format Vitamins ADE and B1.
Coming soon!
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SEEDING DEPTH FOR PASTURE SEEDS
With 2021 seeding just around the corner, you should already have a plan of what will be going in this year. If sowing
pastures this year, there are a few things that should be considered.
One of the most underestimated but critical factors in achieving successful establishment in pastures is seed placement and
seeding depth. Sowing into moisture with good seed to soil contact is essential for good germination and establishment. It
is important to get the correct seeding depth as seed sown too shallow can be exposed to drying out, heat or bird damage
or burying seed too deep can result in a poor germination as the seed uses all of its reserves to get to the surface, resulting
in poor establishment vigour.
The sowing methods that deliver the best soil-to-seed contact are conventional, minimum and no-till sowing. Where
obstacles pose a problem, aerial seeding and seed broadcasting may be more effective methods for achieving seed
dispersal. However those methods have reduced seeding establishment. Whereas sowing methods such as a disc seed with
press wheels will produce superior establishment rates. Equipment should be properly calibrated to meet the requirements
of the selected pasture species. These requirements will vary depending on the season and the pasture variety.
As a general rule of thumb for pasture seeds, the larger the seed size, the greater the seed can be sown at depth. Seed size
is a good indication of the energy reserve available in the seed to be able to grow through the soil before emergence, and
the amount of time that the seedling can survive before needing to begin photosynthesis for its own energy production. It
is often advantageous for many crops to be sown at depth to ‘chase moisture’ deeper into the profile. However, with many
species with small seeds, sowing too deep will be detrimental to the survival of the seedling. If the seed is sown at too
greater depth, then the plant will never make it out of the ground before expending all the energy reserves in its small
seed. As an additional factor, the time it takes for the seedling to break ground will also be a cause of pastures getting away
slowly, and early in the season can set back a crop from getting established substantially in time, if not also effecting plant
density*.
Small seeds such as most medics, clovers and lucerne are at their most vulnerable to being sown too deep. In the
photographs, S&W Seed Company Australia simulated an establishment in heavy brown clay with three different seed
types: Tetrone Tetraploid Annual Ryegrass, Subzero Hybrid Forage Brassica and GTL®60 Lucerne. The lucerne struggled to
emerge at most sowing depths apart from the shallowest depth. The Ryegrass and Brassica established significantly better,
but you can still see the effects, particularly in the brassica, with the increasing depth the rate of establishment decreased.
When it comes to sowing pastures in 2021, consider your seed type and your equipment. A general guideline to follow is,
with smaller seeds, it is better to proceed on the side of caution, that shallow sowing is better in most situations.

(* S&W Seed Company Australia. (2021). Emerge - Autumn Update. SA: S&W Seed Company Australia.)

“Hold the vision, trust the process.” – Unknown
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CHEMCERT DATES

BUSHMANS CUP & SAUCER TANK

April
Tue 13th- Poochera
Wed 14th- Wudinna
Thur 15th– Kimba

NEW PRODUCT
IN STOCK.
The combination of
stock water and
storage in one!

May
Tue 4th– Port Lincoln
Wed 5th– Cummins
Thur 6th– Tumby Bay
Fri 7th– Cleve
Mon 31st– Wudinna

The Bushman’s cup
and saucer tank and
trough can come
with a float valve
and it’s rugged
design which has
been proven in the
field.

June
Tue 1st– Poochera
Wed 2nd– Ceduna
Mon 7th– Poochera
Tue 8th– Wudinna
Wed 9th– Kimba

Available in both the
Cummins and Port
Lincoln stores.

ENTEGRA SHEDS
Lincoln Rural are now the Agents for Entegra
Sheds for Lower EP. This includes the F-Series
Machinery Sheds & the globally patented
Ridgeback technology for feedlots, the Original
Series Hay Sheds & Shearing Sheds.

“A farmer is a magician who produces money from mud.” – Amit Kalantri
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“”Without farming you would be hungry, naked and sober – Eric Sannerud
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GUNROOM
Ultimate Fox Hunting Kit
This new Lightforce Remote Mount and Handheld
lighting system is versatile and allows for your handheld
spotlight to easily be mounted on your vehicle. It comes
complete with plug and play connectors, and can be
secured perfectly atop your vehicle using the provided
suction cups, without the risk of any scratches or
damage. The easy to use handle allows the spotlight to
be directed as needed, allowing for hands free
operation once positioned.
Kit Includes:

New Product
Australian Outback .223 REM 900 Round Can 55gr
Sierra GameKing.













1 x 240mm Blitz Halogen Handheld
1 x 240mm red filter
1 x suction bar roof mount kit
1 x 225mm T bar grip handle
1 x coil cord with cig plug
1 x Fig. 8 lead with alligator clips and inline fuse
Complete plug and play adapters

Perfect for Pest Control
High Quality Aussie Made Ammo
Supporting Aussie Communities
Keeping Australia Shooting
Take advantage of this special price
**While stocks last**

BLUNDSTONE PROMOTION WINNER
Congratulations

Ken Pobke
on winning the in store
prize for the Blundstone
Back to Work Promotion.
Ken has won a Bosch 3pc
ProCORE 18V Combo Kit
valued
at

“If something is important enough, even if the odds are stacked up against you, you should still do it.” – Elon Musk
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NEW PRODUCT RANGE – BLUNDSTONE SAFETY JOGGERS
All three style are made for those on the move, these joggers will keep you safe, comfortable and agile all day
long. Capable of withstanding an impact of 200 joules, they're the ideal boot if you're on your feet all day and
require lightweight protection. And because they're a composite toe cap they are metal free, they won't set off
any metal detectors. All these styles are unisex and available in sizes 5-13.

#793

The centrepiece of the safety jogger range, the #793
effortlessly combines lightweight comfort and safety.
Built to keep you fast, safe and light on your feet.

#794

Ideal for the outdoors, even better for work. The #794
will protect you on the job, while keeping you light on
your feet.

#795

Dark as night, safe as houses. If you need to wear black
shoes at work, and you need to be light on your feet,
you need a pair of #795s.

CURRENT PROMOTIONS
BUSHMAN TANKS– Holiday Here Promotion
Order a Bushman Tank between March– May 2021 to be eligible to enter.
ANCARE– Breville Coffee Machine
Purchase $1,500 ex gst of Ancare products between now and June 30th
2021 to be eligible– While stocks last.
POUR ON PROMOTION- $100 eftpos Gift Card
To be eligible to receive a $100 gift card purchase 2x 20l Extinosad or 4x 20l
Viper. Offer available until 30th April 2021.
MITAVITE– Win a year of Mitavite
Purchase a 20kg bag of Mitavite Xtra Cool between now and
15th April 2021 to be eligible to enter.
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